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Introduction

The coronavirus pandemic has created stark challenges across the globe, with stringent

border control, quarantine and social-distancing measures, as well as work-from-home

arrangements. On the medical front, most of our governments and healthcare services

have gone into overdrive; yet it will likely be a long and difficult road ahead for our

selfless healthcare heroes.

 

On the business front, companies are getting disrupted in almost every aspect: from the

way colleagues collaborate from home to how we sell to updating growth plans for the

next five years. At the start of the pandemic, the need to adapt rapidly meant that many

businesses implemented make-shift arrangements while waiting for things to get back

to normal.

 

Just as air travel and airport security were permanently changed

by 9/11, the coronavirus pandemic will create a new way of

working and doing business.
 

However, as the pandemic drags on, it is becoming clear that we may not be able to go

back entirely to the way things were. Just as air travel and airport security were

permanently changed by 9/11, this pandemic will create a new way of working and doing

business. So what’s going to change permanently after the coronavirus crisis ends?

 

In this paper, we discuss three trends that we believe will persist even after the

pandemic cools down, along with the challenges and opportunities arising from these

new normalities. At the end of the paper, we also provide both high-level and practical

recommendations that companies can adopt to stay ahead of the curve during and after

this unstable period.
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The COVID-19 crisis has caused unprecedented changes in the world.

As we look ahead, what can business leaders do to not just survive and

recover, but thrive and stay ahead in the New Normal?



First things
first:
Financial
fitness

Before we get into which COVID-19 changes are

here to stay, there is one thing that will not

change regardless of any crisis, and that is the

financial fundamentals that drive all businesses.

While we know most leaders are aware of this, it

would be remiss of us not to mention it.

 

If you’re on top of your financial situation,

feel free to skip ahead to the next section.

 

This crisis has once again highlighted the

importance of maintaining healthy cash flow

and a runway that is long enough. To be

prudent, you want to have at least a year,

though this can be challenging for many, and a

straw poll of business leaders revealed 6 months

as minimum. A reminder for SMEs and startups

is to consider all indirect costs, so you don’t get

blindsided.

 

If you have challenges maintaining 6 months of

cash flow, there are three things we

recommend you do immediately: tap into

government assistance, control costs, and look

into raising money.
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01 TAP ON GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

Many governments have rolled out support packages, so make sure you

don’t miss out. One particular area we want to highlight is salary support,

like Singapore’s Job Support Scheme (co-fund 25% - 75% for 9 months,

first $4,600 gross monthly wages for local employees).

 

There is a reason we’ve highlighted the employee salary support. We

firmly believe companies that want to thrive post-COVID should not make

layoffs their first option. You will need your people to help you push

ahead when recovery starts. Supporting and staying loyal to your staff at

this point will also build team spirit and potentially help you attract talent

in the future.

02 CONTROL COSTS

With costs, most leaders get that direct costs are tied to business volume,

but as mentioned, some leaders may get distracted and forget about

certain overheads. Make sure you don’t make that mistake, particularly

with costs you have committed to, e.g. paying your accountant, etc.

 

We also expect cost-cutting across all fronts, though the reminder is to

not kill the Golden Goose and look beyond the crisis. You don’t just want

to survive; you want to thrive at the end of it, and that’s the lens leaders

should use to view expenditure. As an example, we have noticed more

companies investing in branding during this lull to prepare themselves for

the recovery.

 

An area that you will invariably look at is salary. If you plan to cut salaries,

just remember our comment about your Golden Goose and the timeless

maxim that “leaders lead by example”. We believe that management

teams that cut their own salaries first will get a lot more moral authority if

there is eventually a need to do broader salary cuts.
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https://www.iras.gov.sg/irashome/Schemes/Businesses/Jobs-Support-Scheme--JSS-/


Prerequisite: Ensure 6 months of cash flow / runway, and get on top of all

expenditure. When cutting costs, remember people are your assets and leaders lead

by example.

03 LOOK INTO RAISING MONEY

If you need to raise money, speak to your banker to explore loans or

extend your line of credit sooner rather than later. That said, this should

be done only after you have maxed out all available government support.

Another source of fundraising is via investments for equity, though we

believe that will become increasingly difficult in this climate.

 

If need be, consider other options for raising capital like crowdfunding or

invoice financing. Crowdfunding via platforms like Kickstarter and

Indiegogo can be viable if you have a kick-ass product but cannot afford

the go-to-market investments needed to reach target customers.
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https://e27.co/why-crowdfunding-will-be-the-new-normal-for-malaysian-companies-20200511/


Mindset:
What Was
Impossible
is Now

No.1

Possible



Mindset: What was
impossible is now possible

Imagine it is December 2019: US President Donald Trump has just been impeached, and

in Hong Kong, citizens are protesting on the streets. If we had asked you then to imagine

a world where retail businesses would shutter stores for months, crude oil prices would

drop below $0, and almost the entire planet would stay & work from home, would you

have been able to?

 

The list of unprecedented developments runs on - unemployment rates around the

world have soared, with the US at 14.7% by mid-May (figures were only worse during the

Great Depression at ~25%), while governments fight back with record economic stimulus

packages, like Singapore’s S$55 billion package and the US’ US$2 trillion package.

 

However, it’s not all bad news. Forward-looking companies did not despair and got

creative. China’s Alibaba and JD.com began offering displaced workers jobs as

warehouse workers, couriers, and drivers. They also introduced an “employee-sharing

scheme” placing those from hospitality, dining, movie, department stores, and others in

temporary jobs at their companies.

 

In short, we are entering a time when what used to be unthinkable is not only possible

now, but getting done at a rapid speed. Companies that untether themselves from

conventional ‘pre-COVID’ thinking and explore innovation with products and business

models will thrive.

 

Takeaway #1: Check your assumptions and preconceived notions on what is possible.

Proactively seek new, creative ideas on how your businesses can move forward.

 

Consider: If you can innovate and do anything that leverages your current core

competencies and business model, what might those be?
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/20/oil-prices-sink-to-20-year-low-as-un-sounds-alarm-on-to-covid-19-relief-fund
https://apnews.com/908d7a004c316baceb916112c0a35ed0
https://www.ft.com/content/7c45a253-2e8a-4f3e-bfef-ed755fe7597d
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackbrewster/2020/03/27/trump-signs-2-trillion-stimulus-bill-into-law-largest-aid-package-in-us-history/#40334aa64ea5
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/02/12/tech/alibaba-jd-workers-china-coronavirus/index.html
https://qz.com/1843631/chinas-pandemic-hit-businesses-share-employees-with-others/
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People:
Remote work
is here to
stay

We are in the midst of the largest

workplace experiment in terms of

switching to remote work formats and

arrangements as part of business

continuity plans. Companies have faced a

surge in demand for remote access of

company resources, putting the

scalability, robustness and security of their

IT infrastructure to the test.

 

So far, most people have followed the

typical change management trajectory: At

first, everyone jokes about it, then come

questions about whether it’s ok to go back

to the office on the sly, and finally, people

realise none of us are getting out of this

anytime soon, and some members of the

team start having real difficulties coping

with Zoom fatigue and the feeling of

isolation.

Let’s be clear though - remote working

was already on the rise before the

coronavirus crisis. And once someone has

had the taste of that autonomy, it can be

hard to go back to being office-bound all

the time. A 2019 survey done by Buffer

indicated that 99% of 2,500 remote

workers would like to work remotely at

least some of the time for the rest of their

careers.

 

“Oh, I like remote working. It’s just

that I want to have the option to go

back to the office when I feel like it.”
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https://www.boredpanda.com/work-from-home-jokes-quarantine-coronavirus/
https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20200421-why-zoom-video-chats-are-so-exhausting
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/covid19-manpower-ministry-advisory-mental-health-12673892
https://buffer.com/state-of-remote-work-2019


The crux here is to view remote working as a percentage and not a yes-no option. Our

research has yielded a consistent insight: employees want the flexibility of more remote

working, in which they can choose where to work, but they all want to have the option to

head back into the office either for meetings or just to connect with co-workers at least

twice to thrice a week.

 

To get onboard with the future of work, leaders need to look at three things: technology,

team culture, and employee mental health.
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01 TECHNOLOGY THAT ENABLES EFFECTIVE WORK

Companies that have not tried remote working may find the transition

painful, and you may need to upgrade your IT infrastructure and systems

to cope with the increased strain to video, voice, collaboration, and

productivity requirements.

 

Figuring out the most relevant tech solutions requires research and

deliberation, as the dust has not settled on the gold standard for most

things (e.g. with video conferencing, Zoom was popular till they got

hacked, and there are numerous alternatives in the market). Leaders

shouldn’t underestimate the requirement and time needed to decide on

the right IT enablers.

 

In the long term, you need robust and scalable cloud technology and

internet connectivity safeguarded by authentication and cybersecurity.

Ivan Ng, CIO of Singapore-based City Developments Limited, advocates a

“cloud-first” strategy: “(B)eing cloud-first has not only helped alleviate

infrastructure complexity but is inherently more agile and faster to scale

up.”

 

Finally, there will be a need to balance cybersecurity and convenience of

access because having a distributed team means confidential material

will be accessed from a variety of places, so your cybersecurity will need

to be a combination of software, process, and people behaviour.

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/over-500-000-zoom-accounts-sold-on-hacker-forums-the-dark-web/
https://www.cio.com/article/3526341/how-cios-in-se-asia-are-combating-coronavirus-through-business-continuity.html
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02 NEW HABITS AND RITUALS THAT SUSTAIN AND

GROW YOUR TEAM CULTURE

Apart from technology, keeping your team culture is as big a challenge.

Accountability and responsibility are top concerns for employers in a

survey of 1,202 respondents in the US. They were most concerned about

reduced employee productivity (82%), reduced focus (82%), lower

engagement and satisfaction (81%), and whether their remote employees

are getting work done (80%). It seems maintaining trust is not easy

without physical presence. 

 

That said, we are not advocating blind trust. By clearly structuring work

into milestones, leaders can get the desired outcome, while staff get to

decide how they will deliver that outcome in the agreed-upon timeline.

The same survey suggested “(S)upervisors must remember that remote

working works best if there is a high degree of trust and communication

among the team.” Trust breeds a strong culture, and a strong culture

breeds a resilient business.

 

Team bonding and spirit are also even more critical when your team is

distributed. Leaders will have to take steps to build new rituals and habits,

such as morning and evening calls, sharing & learning over lunch, or

virtual happy hours to cultivate a strong culture while remote working. 

 

A final, often overlooked, challenge is informal information sharing. These

are the casual conversations that happen over lunch or at the office

corridor. With remote working, these exchanges may not get sent out in

an email or Slack message, though they often contain critical information

that help teams be more effective. There isn’t an ideal solution, but

leaders can schedule team chats or encourage colleagues to be ‘trigger-

happy’ with calling each other.

 

Read more: 6 tips to forge stronger team synergy

https://www.owllabs.com/state-of-remote-work/2019
https://www.binomialconsulting.com/post/6-tips-to-forge-stronger-team-synergy
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Takeaway #2: Remote working is here to stay. Figure out the balance for your team:

Invest in relevant technology, strengthen your culture, and watch out for co-workers

who need help.

 

Consider: How might you help your team have a better work set-up at home? To build

habits and rituals for the New Normal, how would you involve the team to co-create

them?

03 LEADERSHIP THAT IS PERSONAL

As mentioned, Zoom fatigue has been established to be a real

phenomenon (you probably already experienced it first-hand) and the

feeling of being isolated from co-workers can hit some of your team

members more than others. It is crucial that leaders take the extra step to

identify and connect with those who may feel the anxiety and pressure

more than others.

 

This is important because many leaders tend to be self-driven with a

strong sense of purpose (partly because of your ability and access to see

the ‘big picture’ of the company), so you may not realise the extent of the

problem for some of your reports. This is when empathy, observation

skills, and investment into more one-on-one conversations will be critical.

 

One way to help is to connect your teams to the ‘big picture’ of where the

organisation is going, how they are a critical part of it, and what they need

to focus on to move forward together. For this, the Objectives and Key

Results (OKRs) management framework can be an effective tool, and has

been credited as one of the secret sauce for Google’s success (they’ve

used it from Year 1 of their founding when they were only a small group

and are still using it organisation-wide).

https://www.whatmatters.com/articles/remote-work-okrs-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://library.gv.com/how-google-sets-goals-okrs-a1f69b0b72c7


Level 0: “Job can only be done when employees are physically present.” Examples

include construction workers, massage therapists, and firefighters.

Level 1: “Work happens on company equipment, in company space, on company time.”

When emergencies happen, things can move a day or two, but there’s no deliberate

effort to make things remote-friendly. Most co-located businesses are level one

companies. Level one companies may find themselves unprepared for the crisis.

Level 2: “They’ve accepted that work is going to happen at home for a while, but they

recreate what they were doing in the office in a ‘remote’ setting.” Many companies

realised they are level two companies with the pandemic. Employees adapted to tools

like Zoom or Microsoft Teams, but everything still happens in synchronicity with many

interruptions. Meanwhile, there’s a lot of anxiety in management around productivity.

Level 3: More robust asynchronous processes start to replace meetings, and companies

start to benefit from being remote-first or distributed. People invest in better

equipment such as audio gear. Written communication becomes particularly crucial

for success. People often co-create a Google Doc with other meeting participants in a

Zoom meeting so everyone can take and check notes together in real-time. In a non-

pandemic world, bonding sessions are held so teams can meet each other in person

for a week or two every year.

Matt Mullenweg, founder of Automattic (the company behind many products such as

WordPress.com), recommends companies continue to run distributed teams after the

crisis has passed. Automattic is run entirely distributed with more than 1000 employees

working in 75 countries. According to Matt, there are five levels of autonomy that’s

granted by a company to its employees, which corresponds to five levels of distributed

teams:

 

 

Case Study: Learning from
remote working frontrunner,
Automattic
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https://ma.tt/2020/04/five-levels-of-autonomy/


Level 4: “When things go truly asynchronous.” Evaluation depends on the outcome

(objective standards), not on when people work. Great autonomy is given to employees

and mutual trust and inclusiveness emerge. Better decision-making happens because

everyone including the shy ones is empowered to contribute to major conversations.

Real-time meetings are respected and taken seriously. A global talent pool is tapped on.

Most employees have home-office setups that would make office workers envious. They

have a rich social life.

Level 5: “When you consistently perform better than any in-person organization.”

Wellness and mental health of everyone in the company are taken care of. People bring

their best selves and highest levels of creativity to do the best work of their careers.

 

Matt also mentioned New York Times bestseller Drive, written by Daniel Pink, that talks

about three factors crucial to motivating people: mastery, purpose, and autonomy.

 

While many outstanding companies fulfil the previous two needs, autonomy - people’s

“desire to be self-directed, to have agency over ourselves and our environment”, as Matt

described - is something that distributed companies particularly excel in. When employees

are in control of their own work environment and work style, they can be more creative

and productive because they feel comfortable with their surroundings and their freedom

to control them.

 

In order to move from level 1 to 5 of Matt’s hierarchy, companies will need to build a

culture that supports the transition, while mapping out what level each role/position is,

how much ‘face time’ is needed, and which internal processes need to be asynchronous or

synchronous.

 

Finally, having a remote working strategy can impact your ability to attract talent, as many

Gen Zs place importance on the ability to work from anywhere as part of their autonomy.
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https://www.danpink.com/drive./


eCommerce 

No.3a

Will Continue
to Bloom

Customers:



Customers: eCommerce will
continue to bloom

Which C-level executive is driving your eCommerce and digital

strategy? Unfortunately, for some companies, it is COVID-19.
 

Globally, eCommerce volume has gone through the roof due to a significant portion of

the population staying at home. The coronavirus crisis has inadvertently become a

catalyst for increased eCommerce adoption, accelerating a trend that has been ongoing

for a while, supported by the proliferation of high-speed Internet access and mobile

technology.

 

Beyond the panic-buying and stockpiling, we believe the increased online purchasing

will lead to new habits being formed - with access to all items imaginable just a tap

away, more people will find the convenience indispensable in their daily lives even after

the crisis. This represents a big opportunity for eCommerce brands to convert customers

into loyal fans.

 

Consequently, retail businesses that are either entirely or predominantly offline will need

to embrace eCommerce and offer a seamless omnichannel experience for customers. A

small study of 12 companies during the COVID-19 crisis revealed that increased online

marketing spend led to a 70% growth in sales. To prepare for future crises, companies

will also need to provide the option for customers to complete purchases in a 100%

online manner.

 

If you need more convincing, just remember eCommerce is not caused by the

coronavirus crisis. The writing was already on the wall, and the good news is, the

opportunity is huge. Also, don’t forget you can get help from eCommerce platforms and

governments, like how Enterprise Singapore is helping local brands get onto key

platforms (Amazon, Lazada, Qoo10, and Shopee).
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2020/04/28/how-covid-19-is-transforming-e-commerce/#7affbd813544
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2020/05/14/the-coronavirus-pandemic-exposes-brands-that-were-slow-to-embrace-ecommerce/
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/how-businesses-can-respond-to-coronavirus
https://www.enterprisesg.gov.sg/industries/type/retail/e-commerce-booster-package


In the early days of the crisis, being at the centre of the virus outbreak

as the biggest online retail business in the country meant that China’s

Alibaba’s e-commerce platforms faced a period that was both

challenging for operations and exciting for business growth.

 

The pandemic changed buying patterns among Chinese consumers

with cuts on discretionary spending, particularly with travel and

restaurants. On the supply side, smaller merchants on the platform

faced labour and logistics constraints due to lockdowns and Alibaba

had to roll out support programs, e.g. by lowering fees and providing

subsidies for the delivery personnel.

 

That said, the company did see a spike in demand for food delivery,

particularly for fresh food, and was able to grow business in the sector.

Looking ahead, CEO Daniel Zhang said, “More businesses and more

consumers will have a digital life or digital working style.”

 

The crisis expedites the integration of digital technologies into

people’s lives — more than 150 million daily health check-ins were

recorded on DingTalk, an enterprise communication and collaboration

platform by Alibaba — and the group’s ability to deliver food and

supplies during the crisis has made the company more indispensable

in people’s daily lives.

Case Study: Alibaba’s business
growth during the COVID-19
crisis
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https://www.techinasia.com/alibaba-gain-profit-coronavirus
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01 SOUTHEAST ASIA (SEA)’S AMAZING INTERNET

ECONOMY GROWTH POTENTIAL

In SEA, the Internet economy was already booming before the

coronavirus crisis. A report titled “e-Conomy SEA 2019” by Google-

Temasek-Bain showed SEA’s Internet economy at $100 billion in 2019,

and is expected to hit $300 billion by 2025. eCommerce and ride-hailing

were the top performers, while Indonesia and Vietnam were pacesetters

with annual growth of over 40%.

 

The report also identified a massive growth opportunity for online

businesses is to go beyond metropolitan cities. In 2019, seven

metropolitans with just 15% of the region’s population accounted for

more than 50% of the Internet economy. The Internet economy can

potentially grow twice as fast in areas outside the big cities, bringing most

Southeast Asians on board.

02 SHIFT OF PURCHASE MIX AT THE EXPENSE OF

DISCRETIONARY ITEMS

One potential change to the Internet growth trajectory is the mix of what

gets purchased. The current crisis has made consumers rationalise

essential versus discretionary items, with purchases of discretionary items

likely put on hold. This can result in inertia for consumers to resume that

buying pattern once they realise what they can live without.

 

It does not mean that consumers are buying fewer premium items,

though there will likely be a shift in terms of what premium items they

buy, e.g. health-related or work-from-home items. Brands will need to

adapt and focus on how they add value to customers who are more

concerned than in the past about their health and jobs as we emerge

from the crisis.

https://www.blog.google/documents/47/SEA_Internet_Economy_Report_2019.pdf


03 DON’T FORGET THE BACKEND OF ECOMMERCE

The spike in eCommerce during the COVID-19 crisis has also highlighted

how frontend operations are only part of the story, and how a resilient

backend can make all the difference. As online shopping volumes grow,

leaders need to ensure there is no weak link in the chain from inventory

management to fulfilment (also reverse logistics) to aftersales customer

service.

 

Apart from managing supply and demand, retail businesses face a tricky

backend challenge - to build the resiliency of their backend operations,

should they diversify their supply chain or have it handled completely

domestically? Today’s supply chain is typically spread out across several

countries due to specialisation and cost, though it also increases your

production risk.

To effectively engage online shoppers, businesses need to go beyond

seeing shoppers as users of their eCommerce sites, and provide a

shopping experience that has the flexibility to switch between providing

an immersive experience when consumers want to learn about new

products and being expedient when consumers just want to buy

something and check out quickly.

Carman’s, the Australian food and beverages brand, was able to keep

up with increased demand during the crisis because their entire

production process, including packaging, happens in Melbourne. The

company was vigilant in observing the growing crisis early on and took

a hedge to ramp up production before the pandemic hit the area. 
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Case Study: Carman’s ramped up
productions in time for the crisis

https://www.smh.com.au/business/small-business/i-saw-the-writing-on-the-wall-how-the-carman-s-founder-got-ahead-of-coronavirus-curve-20200409-p54ink.html
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They were able to race ahead while competitors were paralysed

because their packaging came from China and were affected by the

country’s shutdown. Having everything made in the same country

helped Carman’s be nimble, though is it the right move for everyone?

Ultimately, leaders need to find a balance between cost and diversification. It can boil

down to sourcing and production that are agile enough to switch between local to

global sourcing. In this area, we can learn a lot from the IT world and how building

network redundancy (backup systems) kept the Internet from collapsing from the

increased load during the COVID-19 crisis.

 

Finally, from inventory to last-mile delivery, companies will need to figure out how to get

through every step in a safe, hygienic, and efficient manner. This may potentially be the

impetus to accelerate the adoption of drones and self-driving delivery cars or other forms

of delivery?

 

Takeaway #3a: Offer frictionless omnichannel experiences, with an option that is

100% online. Rewards are potentially huge as long as you figure out your backend.

 

Consider: Don’t just focus on the technical aspects of eCommerce. Once you are

online, a bigger challenge looms - how will your brand stand out over the crowded

marketplace?

https://www.networkworld.com/article/3541357/why-didnt-covid-19-break-the-internet.html


Online

No.3b
Customers:
Engaging and
Delighting 
Customers
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As more businesses move online, the already-saturated online market has become

even more competitive. Interesting and creative ways to raise brand awareness and

foster customer engagement will be critical to thriving. The good and bad news is that

the digital world is still innovating at a breakneck speed, so there are opportunities

abound to tell your brand’s story.

 

The crux is being customer-centric, which means you stop falling in love with your

solutions and instead start loving to solve customers’ problems (they are sometimes

very different things). It all starts with an in-depth understanding of your customer

journeys: identify key moments where you can engage to delight and points where

there are frustrations you can resolve.

 

The key in a crowded marketplace is to come up with creative yet authentic methods

to engage target audiences and grow your brand equity. It can be challenging to not

sound like a used car salesperson, so take the time to truly understand your customers’

Jobs to be Done, needs, preferences, and emotions to offer content and experiences of

value and quality.

ENGAGING
AND
DELIGHTING
CUSTOMERS
ONLINE

https://hbr.org/2016/09/know-your-customers-jobs-to-be-done


Zoos around the world are part of the attractions industry that is badly affected by the

COVID-19 crisis. However, as the number of visitors plummeted to zero, some zoos shifted

their focus to online engagement to delight humans who were more than pleased to see

the adorable animals and eager for back-of-house tours during this period.

 

Innovative zoos started to post short animal videos on social media to add an element of

cuteness in people’s social feed. As you can imagine, the unique and interesting footage

went viral - it can be a close-up of aqua dachshunds having naughty fights (Oregon Zoo)

or African penguins roaming the Singapore Zoo excitedly like students on an excursion.

 

By exposing people to another side of animals’ zoo life that was previously unseen, these

zoos were to turn their weakness (no guests) into a strength (no guests, so our penguins

can walk around the zoo). The response was enormous - complimentary comments

flooded in showing support, resulting in high engagement and keeping the zoo top-of-

mind.

 

Beyond social media, some zoos take it a step further by live-streaming animals in their

enclosures. San Diego Zoo, for example, offers live cams for 11 animal species from polar

bears, koalas to tigers and giraffes. Tuning in whenever they want, animal lovers can

watch the day-to-day life of these animals and get peace-of-mind even though they are

not in nature.

 

Animal farms are not left behind. Sweet Farm, an animal sanctuary in Silicon Valley,

initiated a project called Goat 2 Meeting that lets people pay to invite farm animals to

join their video calls for under US$100. In early April, more than 300 requests were made,

and animals such as goats joined many virtual happy hours and meetings, and brought

smiles to people’s faces.

 

These innovative approaches served multiple benefits. Businesses gained greater brand

awareness, while people gained relief during a stressful period. As a result of this

innovative customer engagement, these zoos and farms can expect a surge in the visitor

numbers once the crisis is over and may change how these organisations approach

marketing hereon.

Case Study: Zoos and farms
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https://twitter.com/OregonZoo/status/1239958660127666176
https://www.facebook.com/wrs.sg/videos/236005044424617/
https://zoo.sandiegozoo.org/live-cams
https://www.businessinsider.sg/zoom-video-goat-2-meeting-llama-sweet-farm-animals-cameo-2020-4
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The key to any effective online interaction is based on a fundamental truth about

humans - we long for a sense of belonging and desire for human connections. This was

disrupted in the coronavirus crisis (resulting in some of your team members feeling

more blue, as mentioned in #2), so brands that find their unique way to provide that

connection will succeed online.

 

There are several ways you can add the people element into online interactions, and

live streaming is an excellent example. While the rest of the world recognised its power

during the crisis, China was way ahead and started live streaming in 2014. The statistics

are staggering - Li Jiaqi, king of China live streaming started with lipsticks and sold

US$145 million in a single day.

 

Another way to add people back into the sales process is to let your sales associates do

what they have always done except via smartphones. This is particularly important for

high-consideration items, e.g. premium watches, jewellery, wedding gowns, etc., where

having the dedicated attention of a shop assistant will make the difference.

IT’S ABOUT
THE HUMAN
CONNECTION

https://www.statista.com/statistics/874591/china-online-live-streaming-market-size/
https://www.scmp.com/magazines/style/news-trends/article/3074253/who-millionaire-li-jiaqi-chinas-lipstick-king-who
https://www.voguebusiness.com/technology/smartphones-are-the-new-salesfloor-e-commerce-chat


It doesn’t always have to be high-touch if that’s not for you. You can switch to an

asynchronous mode with pre-recorded videos curating and introducing products. We

also see the nascent space of “conversational commerce” holding strong promise by

allowing chatbots, e.g. on Facebook Messenger (be careful though, the experience can be

sub-optimal) to help with FAQs.

 

Takeaway #3b: Don’t be afraid to try creative ways to tell your brand’s story online as

long as they are authentic and provide the human connection; the sales will naturally

come later.

 

Consider: What are your go-to-market channels and might there be new online ways

or channels to engage customers and convert them into fans?
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What Can You
Do to

Stay
Ahead and
Thrive

Post-COVID
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01 CHOOSE TO ACT NOW

It’s no surprise that multiple studies show that most companies’ reactions

during previous harsh times, such as economic downturns and recessions,

were defensive and passive. They let the crises take control and focus

mostly on short-term reactions, such as extreme cost-cutting,  downsizing

and forgoing long-term strategies, which eventually caused them to fall

behind.

 

Research done by Bain & Company concluded that, from 2003 to 2007,

companies that did not let negative sentiments stop them from

proactively driving growth grew at a 17% CAGR during the downturn. In

addition, the effect persisted after the downturn with companies that

had this winning mindset: they continued to grow at an average 13%

CAGR in the years after.

 

“Whether you believe you can do a thing or not, you are

right.”  - Henry Ford
 

What’s the lesson? It is a self-fulfilling prophecy. Regardless of the

situation, you should take action because not doing anything or being

reactive will ultimately hurt your business. The Bain study showed that

such companies had 0% growth during the downturn and 1% afterwards.

02 REALLY GET TO KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS

Particularly in the difficult times during and right after a crisis, businesses

need to deliver value to customers. Hence, observe your customers closely

to spot shifting demands and sentiments in a timely manner. For

example, Alibaba’s data analytics capability enabled them to monitor

buying patterns in real-time and adjust their supply appropriately to meet

the demand.

https://www.bain.com/insights/beyond-the-downturn-recession-strategies-to-take-the-lead/
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It always starts with putting yourself in your customers’ shoes, and getting

insights on how they have been affected or what needs to be done in

order to identify the unique value you can bring to them. Remember that

every crisis is also an opportunity in disguise and you can reap the hidden

benefits to stay ahead of the competition.

03 DON’T FORGET CULTURE

With remote working expected to be in place for a sizable part of the

workforce, make sure you get on top of concerns or hidden anxiety your

team may be facing. We will enter a period when leadership needs to be

more personal as everyone adapts to the New Normal.

 

Often, transparent and frequent communication can serve as a stabiliser

for the company, particularly when leaders share the company’s plans

and strategies for the crisis and recovery with everyone. It is perfectly fine

to not have all the answers and to change your stand as more information

emerges. During these uncertain times, it’s better to over-communicate.

 

Ray Dalio, founder of Bridgewater and author of “Principles”, shared his

approach to getting culture right - “be radically transparent”. He thinks

companies should share the things that are hardest to share and use

transparency to enforce justice. While it may be challenging for some

cultures, especially Asian cultures, his thinking can be a good reference

for how to get started.

 

If you have to make difficult decisions as part of what it will take to thrive

in the road ahead, make sure you consider and communicate the “why” as

early as possible. In his TED Talk about how good leaders inspire action,

Simon Sinek makes a point that people, no matter if they are customers

or employees, believe more in the “why” than the “what”.

https://youtu.be/u4ZoJKF_VuA
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04 LOOK AHEAD TO STAY AHEAD

We know the COVID-19 crisis seems to dominate our every thought, but

leaders need to look beyond and have a forward-looking perspective. In

fact, a survey by Accenture after the 2008 recession showed that nearly

90% of the companies think innovation is as important (if not more

important) as cost reduction to their company’s ability to achieve future

growth.

 

We have previously shared our thoughts on why every company (even

individuals) should have a strategy in order to arrive at where they want to

be in the long-term, as well as why a mission and vision is vital in

determining that endpoint. If you already have both of them in place, the

next step will be to adjust the plans to adapt to the New Normal.

https://newsroom.accenture.com/industries/automotive/companies-make-innovation-a-priority-for-growth-in-aftermath-of-downturn-but-management-shortcomings-hinder-results-accenture-research-finds.htm
https://www.binomialconsulting.com/post/we-all-need-a-strategy
https://www.binomialconsulting.com/post/are-your-company-vision-and-mission-merely-lip-service


If we can give you (and ourselves) a

reminder, it would be: don’t be paralysed

by fear. We know the anxiety is real with

customers and staff all influenced to some

degree by fear and panic. But we believe

things will ultimately be fine; we will

defeat the virus and get out of the

economic doldrums. We just need to

adapt and adjust to the New Normal to

get through this.

 

“It is not the strongest species

that survive, nor the most

intelligent, but the ones most

adaptable to change.” - Charles

Darwin, “On the Origin of

Species”

Parting 
Shot
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Need more? Binomial Can
Help.

Binomial is an innovation practice helping companies be

disruption-ready with our innovation, strategy, and branding

programmes. If you want help getting your business to thrive in the

post-COVID New Normal, get in touch and let’s figure out how you

can stay ahead of the curve.
 

Five programmes we offer:
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01 INNOVATION PROGRAMME

How should your business change in response to the New Normal? We

bring you through the steps needed to identify the products, services,

channels, or business models you need to stay ahead. During the

programme, we will examine your customers, competitors, and trends

before connecting them to your long-term aspirations, so we can create

your innovation roadmap.

02 “FUTURE OF WORK” PROGRAMME

How do we continue to enable our people to do great work? We focus on

the people aspect of work in the post-COVID world (we will not deep-dive

into technology platforms, etc.) and help you identify the processes,

workflows, rituals, and habits you need to empower your distributed

team, so your team culture is stronger than ever.
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03 STRATEGIC PLANNING AND OKRS

How do we organise ourselves to be focused and effective? We believe

having an organisational North Star and aligning people to it is crucial if

you want everyone to pull in the same direction without the constant

‘nagging’. That’s why we can help infuse strategic planning and OKRs into

your way of life, so your team feels empowered and aligns their actions

with your vision.

04 BRANDING

How do we sharpen our brand to inspire both customers and employees?

In the crowded marketplace, having a good product is only the beginning

and too many good products fail to take off because they don’t have a

strong brand as part of their full proposition. We’ll help you articulate your

brand, so it inspires and drives action from both customers and staff.

05 BRAND STORYTELLING

How do we tell our story to cut through the clutter? Once you have a

strong brand, it’s time to activate it. With the myriad of channels and

messages you can consider, you’ll need a coherent way to weave

everything together, so customers ‘get it’. We can help you tell your brand

story in an authentic, congruent manner, so you can convert customers

into fans.

To get started with a programme, you can get in touch with us by replying to the

email through which you received this white paper, or you can fill in the form on our

website.

 

https://www.binomialconsulting.com/

